CompDrug
Patient Handbook

We are pleased that you have chosen our agency to assist you in
making positive steps toward better health. This handbook will
provide a quick reference to information that will be of help to you as
a patient of CompDrug. More detailed information will be provided
at different steps in your treatment process.
Please read carefully and ask staff for answers to
any questions you may have.
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CompDrug has more than forty years of successful service delivery to the people of our community. As
an agency, we are accredited federally by the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities
(CARF), state licensed by the Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services (OhioMHAS),
and funded through the Alcohol, Drug and Mental Health Board of Franklin County (ADAMH).
Our staff is highly qualified, certified and/or licensed. We are dedicated to working with you to reach
your goals of improved health and a positive lifestyle.

MISSION STATEMENT
It is the mission of CompDrug to be a leader in developing, promoting and providing a fully responsive
range of research-based programs and services to assist in the prevention, treatment, recovery and
wellness of those affected by the disease of addiction.

CODE OF ETHICS
CompDrug’s successful service delivery and outstanding reputation is built upon the ethical conduct of
our employees. Our treatment integrity and excellence requires careful observation of both the intent
and spirit of governing laws, as well as a deep regard for setting and maintaining the highest standards
for conduct. Continuing success is based on the guidance of strong ethical principles and the trust of
our patients. We value our patients, staff, community stakeholders, and their opinions.
We are a person-centered organization and treat each person with respect, dignity, and without bias.
We protect patient privacy and confidentiality, only releasing information when court ordered, in the
case of a medical or psychiatric emergency, with your permission or, as mandated reporters in the case
of suspected child abuse or neglect.

AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

to work with you, as a team, to establish and reach your personal goals for recovery.
to always treat you with respect and dignity.
to appreciate your individual and unique skills, needs, abilities, and preferences.
to always go a step further to help you.
to provide you with any needed information, education or referrals.
to maintain ongoing support and guidance.
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SERVICES PROVIDED
Compdrug provides services for the treatment of substance use and co-occurring mental health disorders.

TREATMENT
Medication Assisted Therapy
Counseling – Individual and
Group
Intensive Outpatient
(gender specific, court referred)

Case Management
Therapeutic Communities

PREVENTION
Youth Prevention Programs
SECONDARY PREVENTION
Senior Sense
Narcan for Overdose
Prevention
HIV + Hep C + STI Education

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Peer Support Recovery +
Wellness
Education + Training
Case Management + Referral
		
(as appropriate)

PATIENT FEES
CompDrug is currently able to accept the following payment methods:
•
•
•
•

Ohio Medicaid
Medicare, Aetna
ADAMH funding for eligible Franklin County residents who do not have Medicaid (sliding scale fee)
Veterans Administration (VA)

CompDrug is not currently accepting new patients with:
• Private insurance
• Self-pay (except for Gambling Treatment)
We are continually working to seek alternative and additional funding sources to assist individuals who may
not participate in treatment because of costs and encourage you to ask to speak to our staff about financial
arrangements that may be most appropriate for you.
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LOCATIONS + HOURS
Full services, including medication dosing, are available at 547 East 11th Avenue.
Additional counseling and prevention services are offered at 1420 Fields Avenue and 1410 Cleveland Avenue.

547 E. 11th Avenue
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

6:00 a - 6:00 p

5:30 a - 6:00 p

5:30 a - 6:00 p

6:00 a - 7:00 p

6:00 a - 1:00 p

6:00 a - 1:00 p

Dosing
6:00 a - 1:00 p

Dosing
5:30 a - 1:00 p

Dosing
5:30 a - 1:00 p

Dosing
6:00 a - 1:00 p
3:30 p - 7:00 p*

Dosing
6:00 a - 1:00 p

Dosing
6:00 a - 8:30 a

SUNDAY

CLOSED

* Reception desk closes at 5:00 p. - Please check with a nurse to see if you qualify for early morning or evening dosing hours.

1420 Fields Avenue
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

6:00 a - 5:00 p

6:00 a - 5:00 p

6:00 a - 7:00 p

6:00 a - 5:00 p

6:00 a - 1:00 p

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

CLOSED

* Reception desk closes at 4:30 p.

1410 Cleveland Avenue - 2nd Floor
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

7:30 a - 5:30 p*

7:30 a - 5:30 p*

7:30 a - 5:30 p*

7:30 a - 5:30 p*

7:30 a - 1:00 p

* Reception desk closes at 4:30 p.
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SATURDAY

SUNDAY

CLOSED

Getting Started
When you enter CompDrug for the first time, you will have already recognized that you need
and want to make important life changes. Our agency and staff are ready to partner with
you to set and reach your goals. A first step will be completing an assessment. This process
may take 1-2 hours. This is a major step in establishing your treatment plan. Some of the
questions may be uncomfortable, but answer them as honestly as possible. All answers are
confidential (unless required by law) and will help identify your special needs, skills, abilities
and preferences. Staff will help you, if needed.
You will need to complete paperwork. Once again, be as thorough as possible to help us get
you started as quickly as possible. You will also be asked to sign a permission for treatment
form, a release of information form and others, as appropriate.
After the assessment is completed and reviewed, you will be assigned a counselor.
Depending on the program you are entering, you may also be given appointments to
meet with a nurse, doctor or administrative personnel. Each program may have additional
information, both verbal and written, that will be needed from you and provided to you
specific to your personal needs.
Alco-sensor and urinalysis screens are conducted on a random basis. It is best, when you
arrive, to be prepared to provide a urine sample. Not being able to do so when asked, will not
only delay your check-in process, you may be asked to reschedule your appointment and/or
it can result in your being denied dosing if you are on medication-assisted therapy.
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THE ADMISSION PROCESS
You may have already completed your intake, a meeting when information is gathered so that we can establish
you as a patient. Our goal is to provide the most effective care plan based on your individual strengths, needs,
abilities, and preferences. The assessment process may include a physical examination and laboratory testing
(i.e. blood work) to assist in identifying any underlying or co-occurring diseases or conditions, often related to
substance use disorders.
However, it’s important for you to understand that assessing your health, progress towards your goals, your
recovery, and your needs is an ongoing process. We encourage you to let us know if something has changed
in your life as you continue through treatment since it may require a change in our recommendations. Women
need to let their provider know if they are pregnant or breast feeding. It may also be helpful to collect additional
information – with your permission or at your request – from family members or other agencies with which you
are involved.

YOUR COURSE OF TREATMENT
The work you do here, and the treatment you receive, is guided by an individualized plan that you and your
assigned counselor develop together, based on the goals you want to accomplish. This treatment plan will
serve as a blueprint for your course of treatment: how often are you expected to see the physician, when do you
come to clinic, when do you attend groups or individual sessions, or what other activities will you do in between
appointments. You, your counselor and/or medical team will review your treatment plan periodically in order to
update your goals and objectives.
If you are here, in part, because of court-required participation or employee assistance referral and need us to
verify your attendance, please let us know. We will not release information without your consent.
In addition to counseling, you are encouraged to strengthen your sober support network of friends and/or family.
You may find support groups helpful, as well as the medication-assisted recovery peer support services (MARS)
or ‘SMART Recovery’ here at CompDrug. Please ask for more details at any time.
Recovery is possible, but it takes work. And, we want to be here to help.

RIGHT START PROGRAM
Our ‘Right Start’ program is designed to provide you with the most important information you need
if medication-assisted treatment is going to be a part of your program at CompDrug. It is also a safe
place to ask questions and meet many of the staff with whom you may interact later. ‘Right Start’
MUST BE COMPLETED WITHIN YOUR FIRST 90 DAYS HERE. A “CompDrug Rules Update Group” is
held twice each month and all patients are encouraged to attend one of these groups occasionally;
your physician / practitioner may also require attendance at this group so that you can receive up-todate information about your medication plan.
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MEDICATION
Medication-assisted treatment helps normalize the body’s neurological and hormonal functions
that have been impaired by the use of heroin and misuse of prescription opiates. By reducing or
eliminating the craving for opioid drugs and preventing the onset of withdrawal, the medication
provides an opportunity to effectively engage the individual in treatment. Taking medication for
opioid dependence is like taking medication to control heart disease or diabetes; it is NOT the same
as substituting one addictive drug for another. The most common medications used are methadone,
buprenorphine, and naltrexone. It is important you talk honestly with the medical team to determine,
together, your best treatment option; then, get the information you need to understand the risks and
benefits of YOUR medication plan. Used properly, medication can help you manage your addiction
and realize the recovery you want. Note: Federal and State regulations require that all patients receive
supportive counseling services in order to remain eligible for medication. If a patient begins a pattern
of not showing up for, or canceling, counseling appointments, an automatic detox may start.

SIGNS OF METHADONE OVERDOSE
• Trouble breathing or shallow breathing
• Extreme tiredness or sleepiness
• Blurred vision

• Inability to think, talk, or walk normally
• Feeling faint, dizzy, or confused

If you think you are experiencing a medical emergency, you need to call 9-1-1 immediately. Although it
might be difficult, you will need to let the medical personnel know that you are involved in medicationassisted treatment. They will communicate with CompDrug medical staff so that the best plan for
your treatment can be established. Because it is critical that we help protect you from potential drug
interactions, we also receive pharmacy reports (called, ‘OARRS’). Unapproved pharmacy reports can
result in a variety of consequences including, but not limited to, counseling referrals, MAT dosage
adjustments, and/or program discharge.

ADHERING TO TREATMENT
Your treatment plan will define your treatment expectations, including the frequency of individual and/or group
counseling sessions. Following your plan means that you are adhering to treatment – or being treatment
compliant. If your treatment plan includes Intensive Outpatient Programs, WIT or MIOP, you are expected
to participate AND graduate in order to maintain your medication plan. For patients also involved in the
Methadone or Suboxone programs, treatment adherence is one requirement of receiving ‘take home doses’. If
you don’t call and don’t show up for a counseling appointment, you will give back your take-homes completely
for a period of time. When you check in, in addition to being notified if you have been selected for a random urine
screen (“to drop”), there may be messages from your counselor that will remind you of scheduled individual or
group sessions. Pay attention to any important messages left for you at the check-in window; these will help keep
you ‘treatment compliant’.
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URINALYSIS
Your health, safety, and recovery are important to us. For this reason, the urinalysis process is a vital step to
ensure that you can safely take medication prescribed to you and/or that you are not taking a substance that
can interfere in your health and recovery. Because urine screens are done randomly, you are encouraged to
always come directly to the check-in window first to find out if you will be required to provide a urine sample that
day. If you think you need to use the restroom when you arrive, only to find out after (at the check-in window)
that you need “to drop” and you can’t, your dosing will be delayed and, even possibly missed, until you provide a
urine sample.
Treatment support staff are responsible for monitoring and observing the urinalysis process. Each container
must be filled to 30ml (1 ounce). The cup is then sealed. The treatment support monitor and patient signatures
must be on the ‘Chain of Custody Form’. The staff member will ask you to look at the form to make certain all the
information is correct before you leave the restroom area.
If you are not able to provide a urine sample when requested on weekends, you are given half dose on Saturday
and Sunday (and Monday, if a holiday) and scheduled to drop on the next weekday. If you do not provide sample
at that time, you are not dosed. If you are in the middle of building up dosage on the weekend that you do
not drop, this will impact how quickly your dosage is increased, even if you provide a urine sample on the next
weekday.

BREATHALYZER/ALCO-SENSOR
An alcohol breath test may be used randomly or periodically to determine your current blood alcohol content
(BAC). If a positive reading occurs, another test may be necessary, up to 30-minute intervals, to determine if your
BAC is increasing or decreasing. Dosing may be determined as follows:
.036 or higher = NO DOSE

.035 or lower = FULL DOSE

Refusing to take a Breathalyzer test can result in no medication that day for your safety. Additional toxicology
testing may be completed at any time to test for alcohol, soma, klonopin, fentanyl, gabapentin, and/or
tramadol. The prescribing physician or practitioner reserves the right to adjust medication dosage on an
individual basis at any time. Potential drug interactions are serious. Should these cautionary procedures fail
to deter use of other substances, it may result in a mandatory detoxification. Please talk with a medical team
member if you have any questions. If our staff is concerned about your safety associated with your alcohol level,
we will request use of alternate transportation.
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DOSING
It is very important that you understand that you must check in NO LATER THAN 30 MINUTES BEFORE DOSING
HOURS ARE CLOSED. For instance, when dosing hours (refer to hours in this handbook) close at 1pm, you must
check in before 12:30pm in the event you need to provide a urine sample. At 12:30pm, then, a “roll call” will be
done in order that we ensure that all patients who still need to “drop” before dosing are accounted for.
If you know that you must travel out of town and dosing will become impossible, arrangements can be made for
you to “guest dose” at another clinic; but, it obviously requires some advance notice. Make sure you speak with
staff if this needs to be an option for you.
YOU WILL LEARN MORE ABOUT THE DOSING PROCESS AT THE “RIGHT START” GROUP.

MISSED DOSES
Regular dosing is important and you need to make every effort to avoid dosage disruption. For this reason,
CompDrug’s Medical Director establishes guidelines for dosing levels if you restart medication after missing,
including seeing the prescribing physician / practitioner before dosing restart. For your safety, whenever you
restart medication after missing dose(s), you will be required to have a toxicology screen.
Please talk to a medical team member if you have any questions.

TAKE-HOME MEDICATION
For our Methadone and Suboxone patients, there is a process in place for you to increase the number of doses
you can take home, reducing the number of times that you need to come to clinic. The medical staff can explain
the process and requirements in full detail; in addition, you will learn more about ‘take homes’ at the Right Start
Group and the Rules Update Group. Once they have the appropriate lockbox, all patients are able to take home
a dose for Sundays and holidays. You are required to participate in a minimum of 6 counseling sessions (with at
least 3 being individual counseling) every 3 months (90 days); however, be aware that no more than one group
or individual session per week is “counted” towards your take home schedule. Our concern is for a recovery
journey that is consistent and believe that being involved in regular contact with the clinical team is vital to
your success.
When you have take-home medication, you may be called to bring in your lockbox to the clinic so that we can
verify that you have the correct amount of doses for your level. When you are called (referred to as a, “call back”),
you have 24 hours to arrive at clinic (during clinic hours) with your take-home doses. Failure to respond to a call
back will result in your giving back take-homes or even risking program detox and discharge. When a take-home
schedule is restored, you will not return to the previous take-home level; but, instead, the physician / practitioner
will determine a new level of take-homes.
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WITHDRAWAL MANAGEMENT
Opioid withdrawal refers to a wide range of symptoms that can occur up to 10 days after stopping the use
of opioid drugs. Even though it can be uncomfortable (cramping, nausea, sweating), withdrawal is rarely life
threatening. The medical team is concerned that you begin withdrawal management with a lower dose, than
a higher one, so that your body can adjust to maintenance medication. You are encouraged to discuss your
symptoms with the medical staff at any time.

PATIENT WAITING AREA
Our goal is to maintain a clean, well-kept, safe environment for everyone. To this end, food and drinks, other than
water, are not to be in patient waiting area. We appreciate your cooperation and ask for your help by disposing
of trash appropriately.

PERSONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Because of confidentiality laws, no one is permitted to use cell phones, tablets, or other electronic
devices in this facility.

RESTROOM KEY
You are able to check out a key for the restroom at WINDOW #4. Only one person is permitted to
use restroom (unless you have children with you) and a key is needed to enter. We apologize for any
inconvenience this may create and appreciate your cooperation. Again, our interest is in maintaining
a clean, safe environment.

INFORMATION MONITORS
All current and up-to-date information will be displayed via the monitor in the waiting room. Here
you will find the daily group schedule, new groups being offered, and any and all other important
messages regarding CompDrug.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Your health and safety are important to us. For that reason, there are rules and guidelines put into place to help
us to prevent injury, infections, and illness:
• No person may possess, have under the person’s control, convey, or attempt to convey a weapon onto
CompDrug premises. In addition, no person other than law enforcement officers, shall possess or
bring onto these premises any instrument or device which is designed to be used as a weapon of any
nature (including, but not limited to knives, clubs, explosive, etc.). The policy of CompDrug prohibits the
possession of a concealed weapon of any kind, even with a permit.
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• If there is reason to bring any prescription or over-the-counter medications onto CompDrug premises, you
need to notify medical staff or your counselor immediately. Prescriptions need to be in their original bottle.
Our primary interests are for your safety, the safety of others, and to encourage a conversation with your
treatment providers – even if you leave your other medication at home - to ensure that you are aware
of any potential drug interactions. In addition, alcohol is not to be on CompDrug property and tobacco
products are only to be used in designated areas.
• The use, possession or sale of any drugs on or around CompDrug is strictly prohibited.
• The use of seclusion or restraint is prohibited.
• Take all medications as directed and communicate any possible side effects that you might be
experiencing. Caffeine and grapefruit juice are known, for example, to potentially affect your medication
effectiveness. Also remember that certain medications, other illegal drugs, or drinking alcohol can cause
major health problems or deadly side effects.
We encourage you to become familiar with the emergency exits and emergency equipment at each location
where you participate in services. Evacuation routes, as well as locations for defibrillators, first aid kits, fire
extinguishers, and severe weather assembly areas (in cases when sheltering in place is best action), are clearly
marked throughout our buildings.

SEVERE WEATHER
When inclement weather does occur, you can assume that the clinic will be open. Depending on
road conditions, staff may be delayed and we appreciate your patience. The clinic may close early
if conditions are hazardous so that staff can get home safely as well as you. It may be more likely,
in severe weather, that counseling sessions are canceled. You are encouraged to stay tuned to local
television and radio stations or call the CompDrug main phone number for any updates.

ADVANCED DIRECTIVES
We want to know if you have advanced directives, which are documents to direct medical care when
patients are unable to communicate their own wishes due to a medical condition. In Ohio, do not
resuscitate orders, living wills, organ donation and durable powers of attorney are advance directives
that are authorized by state law. See more at: http://ohiohospitals.org/advance-directives.
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DISCHARGE/TRANSFER CRITERIA
A patient will be successfully discharged when he/she has completed the basic clinic requirements and has
shown behavioral change as indicated on his/her treatment plan.
A patient may be discharged from the treatment program for the reasons inclusive, but not exclusive, of those
listed below:
• Inappropriate behavior (violence, threats of violence, sexual abuse or harassment, etc.) in or around the
clinic or other inappropriate behavior toward any staff or other patient.
• Use, possession or sale of any illegal drug on or around the property of the clinic.
• Possession, use or threat of use of any dangerous object or weapon against anyone for any reason.
• Chronic absenteeism from medication and/or counseling sessions.
• Chronic positive or missed urine screens.
• Lack of progress in treatment
Once discharged from the program, an application for readmission will be considered by the Readmission
Committee, who will consider how you did last time you were in treatment at CompDrug, any treatment
completed since leaving, and the doctor’s previous recommendations.

TRANSITIONS
At your request to transfer to another program, your primary counselor will give you a copy of
an approved referral list or shall assist you in locating a certified program. It is your responsibility
to contact the other program and request information be sent from CompDrug. There may be
other times when your counselor and/or medical staff consider it necessary to refer you to other
organizations because you may benefit from services not provided by CompDrug - or to another
level of care (more or less intensity than your current level) at CompDrug, for example, a referral to
Intensive Outpatient Program (MIOP / WIT). This will be explained to you and every effort will be made
to assist you with a smooth transition.

CLINIC HOLIDAYS
The clinic is closed each year on New Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Day, President’s Day, Memorial Day, Fourth of
July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.
Medication-assisted program patients are given take-home doses the day before each holiday. It is the
responsibility of each patient of that program to have an appropriate (metal) box that can be locked. If you do
not have one, they are available for purchase at the check-in window,
Written notice is provided, prior to each holiday, regarding any closing or change in hours.
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ON CALL SERVICE
CompDrug’s phone number is 614-224-4506. You may use this number during normal hours of operation
to obtain answers to non-emergency questions. After hours, a designated staff person is on call to answer
questions regarding patient care and dosage level, 24 hours per day, 7 days a week. If you are experiencing an
emergency, please call 911. If you are experiencing a mental health crisis, please call NetCare Access
at 614-276-CARE (2273).
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Patient Rights
It is the policy of CompDrug to treat all patients without regard to race, ethnicity,
color, national origin, disability, age, gender, religion, physical or mental handicap,
developmental disability, sexual orientation, genetic information, or HIV status. The
same requirements are applied to all, and patients are assigned withou
regard to the same.
All persons or organizations referring patients to CompDrug or recommending
CompDrug are advised to do so without regard to the potential patient’s race,
ethnicity, color, national origin, handicap, disability, age, gender, religion, sexual
orientation, genetic information, or HIV status. Any person who feels that they have
been discriminated against because of their race, ethnicity, color, national origin,
disability, age, gender, religion or sexual orientation has the right to file a grievance,
and is encouraged to contact the Patient Rights Officer (PRO)* at CompDrug
immediately for assistance.

*

The PRO’s office is located at the 11th Ave. offices and can be contacted at 614.224.4506.
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YOU HAVE THE RIGHT
1.

To be treated with consideration and respect for personal dignity, autonomy, and privacy.

2. To be informed of your condition.
3. To be informed of available program services and the composition of the treatment team.
4.

To participate in any appropriate and available CompDrug services, regardless of refusal of one or
more other agency services or regardless of relapse from earlier treatment, unless there is a valid
and specific necessity which precludes and/or requires participation in other agency services. The
necessity will be explained and written in the treatment plan.

5.

To consent to or refuse service treatment or therapy including medication absent an emergency.

6.

To help in the development of one’s own individual treatment plan, and the right to review, revise and
receive a copy.

7.

To have freedom from unnecessary or excessive medication, free from restraint or seclusion, unless
there is an immediate risk of physical harm to self or others.

8.

To be informed about and the right to refuse any unusual or hazardous treatment.

9.

To confidentiality of communication and personal identifying information within the limits and
requirements for disclosure of client information.

10. To have access to one’s own client record. If access is restricted, the treatment plan will include reason
for restriction and the treatment being offered to remove the restriction.
11.

To be informed, a reasonable time in advance, of the reason(s) for terminating participation in a
program and to be provided, when necessary and/or available, an appropriate referral.

12. To be informed of the reasons for denial of services.
13. To know the cost of service.
14. To be informed of all client rights and receive a written copy of policy upon request.
15. To receive services in the least restrictive, feasible environment.
16. To be advised of the right to refuse observation by others and by techniques such as one way mirrors,
tape recording, video cameras, television, movies or photographs. This right does not prohibit
CompDrug from using closed-circuit monitoring to observe common areas which does not include
bathrooms.
17.

To receive reasonable protection from physical, sexual, or emotional abuse, harassment, financial or
other exploitation, retaliation, humiliation, inhumane treatment or neglect.

18. To file a grievance if you believe your client rights have been violated.
19. To have instructions concerning how to file a grievance and assistance in filing a grievance if
requested.
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20. To exercise rights without penalty, except no right extends so far as to supersede health and safety
concerns.
21. To consult with an independent treatment specialist or legal counsel, at your expense.
22. Not to be discriminated against for receiving services on the basis of race, ethnicity, age, color,
religion, gender, national origin, sexual orientation, physical or mental handicap, developmental
disability, genetic information, HIV status, or in any manner prohibited by law.

YOU HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY
1.

To provide accurate and complete information about medical and psychiatric conditions, past
illnesses, hospitalizations, medications, drug use history, and other matters relating to your health.

2.

To work with staff in establishing a plan for your recovery and to follow that treatment plan toward
accomplishing your goals.

3.

To be considerate of the rights of other clients and clinic personnel, and to be respectful of agency
rules and policies, including confidentiality and privacy.

4.

To seek information, ask questions, and take full advantage of any groups or learning opportunities
afforded to you.

5.

To report concerns about quality of care.

6.

To let us know about any changes to your contact information (name, address, phone, emergency contact).

7.

To keep your appointments. You should call your provider as soon as possible if you need to cancel a
visit.

8.

To handle your fee payments responsibly which may include permitting this clinic to bill other sources
for services.

CONFIDENTIALITY
The confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient records maintained by CompDrug is protected by Federal
laws and regulations. No information identifying a patient will be disclosed unless:
•
•
•
•

the patient consents in writing,
the disclosure is allowed by a court order
the disclosure is made to medical personnel in a medical emergency
or to qualified personnel for audit or program evaluation purposes

Federal Law and Regulations do not protect any information about a crime committed by a patient, either at the
program, or against any person that works for the program, or about any threat to commit such a crime.
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Federal laws do not protect any information about suspected child abuse or neglect from being reported under
state law to appropriate state and local authorities.
A violation of the Federal laws and regulations is considered a crime. Suspected violations may be reported to
appropriate authorities in accordance with federal regulations (see 42 U.C.S. 200dd-3 and 42 U.S.C. 290ee-3 for
Federal laws and 42 CFR Part 2 for Federal regulations).

HOW TO FILE A GRIEVANCE
If, at any time during your treatment, you find it necessary to seek assistance regarding concerns about your
rights and responsibilities, you are encouraged to contact the Patient Rights Officer (PRO). The PRO is available
to discuss with you if this is the only copy that client is given, need the full grievance procedures any and all
matters related to your experience as a client at CompDrug. Full copies of our Patient Rights and Patient
Grievance Policies are posted in each building and available by request.
In the event that your concern is a complaint about a particular situation, the PRO can assist you in seeking
further information, clarification, and/or advocate for you on your behalf. In the event that your complaint
directly concerns an alleged violation of your patient rights, the PRO can assist you in filing a written grievance.
Also, at any time, you have the right to file a complaint or grievance with any of the agencies listed below.
The PRO office is located at 547 E. 11th Ave. The PRO is generally available from 7:00 a-2:00 p M-F, with evenings
and weekends available by appointment. Please contact the Patient Rights Officer, at 614-224-4506 for more
information.

PROVIDING INPUT AND FEEDBACK
Our programs and services are better when we hear from patients, patients’ family members, referral sources,
and other community members on a regular basis. In addition, surveys are distributed several times each year
and available upon request. If there is a problem or concern, our Patient Rights Officer is available, and, if there is
a question, suggestion, or simply some ‘good news’, we encourage you to call our main office: 614.224.4506.
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ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE IN FILING A COMPLAINT MAY BE OBTAINED FROM RESOURCES LISTED BELOW

Franklin County ADAMH Board
447 East Broad Street Columbus, Ohio 43215
614-224-1057
adamhfranklin.org

Ohio Legal Rights Service
50 W. Broad Street, Suite 1400
Columbus, Ohio 43215
614-466-7264
1-800-282-9181 www.disabilityrights.org

Ohio Department of Mental Health
and Addiction Services
Civil Rights Office
30 East Broad Street, 8th Floor Columbus Ohio
43215-2256
614-466-2596 or 1-877-275-6364
mha.ohio.gov
web@mha.ohio.gov
adamhfranklin.org

Governor’s Office of Advocacy for People with
Disabilities
35 E. Chestnut Street, 5th Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215-2541
614-466-9956 or 1-800-228-5405
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (Region V)
233 N. Michigan Ave.
Suite 1300
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312-886-2359
www.hhs.gov
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Once again, we are glad that you have come to CompDrug. Please remember that
we are here to work with you. We have a number of different treatment services and
are confident that we can serve you well. You will find that CompDrug also has many
special events in process that will be of interest to you, once you get acquainted. We
want your time here to be a positive experience, so invest yourself as much as possible
in your personal plan and progress and we will meet you at each step. If you have
any questions or concerns, please feel free to bring them to our attention. The input
of persons we serve has always successfully guided our program planning. What you
have to say is important. We regularly request client input through an anonymous
survey. If you are given that opportunity, please take the time to complete it or share
your thoughts with any staff member. Best wishes for your personal success!
CompDrug Staff

For more information on Outpatient Treatment Programs and all other
services CompDrug offers please contact us at:

547 E. 11th Ave. Columbus, Ohio 43211
614.224.4506

614.291.0118

compdrug.org
Accredited By:
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Patient Handbook
Addendum and Updates
Insert
The information contained in this insert is the most current information available
and takes the place of the information in the Patient Handbook in the areas that
are indicated.
Page
#
4

Content

Mission Statement
It is the mission of CompDrug to be a leader in addressing addiction and other mental health
disorders by developing, promoting and providing research-based prevention, treatment, recovery
and wellness.

5

5

Services Provided
In addition to the services described in the patient handbook, we have 3 psychiatric nurse
practitioners on site who co-manage a patient’s substance use disorder with any co-occurring
psychiatric conditions.
We accept the following payment options:
• Ohio Medicaid
• Managed Care Plans: CareSource, Molina, UHC, Buckeye and Paramount
• Aetna MyCare
• Molina Mycare
• Medicare
• Commercial Products: Aetna, Anthem, Medical Mutual and UHC
• ADAMH funding for eligible Franklin County residents who do not have Medicaid (sliding
scale fee)
• Veterans Administration (VA)
*This list can change over time, visit compdrug.org or call 614.224.4506 for the most up-to-date list
of payment methods.

6

Locations + Hours of Operation
•
•
•

7
9

Our Saturday hours are 6-9a; medication dosing only
We no longer maintain a Cleveland Avenue location
Please check with a Patient Services Representative to see if you qualify for early morning
check-in (prior to 7a)
Medical appointments may take place with a physician, nurse practitioner, or registered nurse
physician extender.
Orientation, Right Start 2, 3, and 4 should be completed within 90-days of beginning treatment at
CompDrug; Rules Update annually, and Ask-A-Nurse, only if mandated.
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12
13
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Please refer to the Code of Conduct you signed in place of the section on the patient waiting area
Restrooms are unlocked and available when we are open

Resource List
Alcohol, Drug and Mental Health Board of Franklin County (ADAMH)
447 East Broad St, Columbus OH 43215
614.222.3743
phedden@adamh.co.franklin.oh.us
Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services (Ohio MHAS)
Consumer Advocacy
30 East Broad St, Columbus OH 43215
614.466.7228 or (toll-free) 877.275.6364
mha.ohio.gov (link to email available on website)
Disability Rights of Ohio (formally named Ohio Legal Rights Service)
200 Civic Center Drive, Columbus OH 43215
Suite 300
614.466.7264 or (toll free) 800.292.9181
Governor’s Office of Advocacy for People with Disabilities
400 East Campus View Boulevard, Columbus OH 43235
800.282.4536
Gcpd.ohio.gov (link to email available on website)
US Department of Health and Human Services
Midwest Region, Office of Civil rights
233 N Michigan Ave, Chicago IL 60601
800.368.1019/ TDD: 800.537.7697
orcmail@hhs.gov
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547 E. 11th Ave. - Columbus, Ohio 43211
614.224.4506

compdrug.org

614.291.0118

